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Meaning and limitations 
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Legitimation of models Adaptations / 
Mitigations 
Deliberative process in model-based 
climate change studies 
  MACSUR cross-cutting activities 
 
 CropM-LiveM 
- Definition of model performance indicators 






































P = predicted; O = observed; i = ith O/P pair; n = number of O/P pairs 
Richter et al., 2012, J. Appl. Remote Sens. 
Some metrics 
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Setting of thresholds 
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Model Quality Indicator (MQIs) 
Fuzzy-logic based indicators 
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Index of robustness (IR) 
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• Correlation coefficient 
• Index of agreement 
• Probability of equal means 
II. Complexity 
• Ratio of relevant parameters 
• Parameters-agreement 
criterion 
III. Stability (robustness) 




fuzzy-logic based weighing system 
























Index of agreement 
U F 
Unfavourable     Favourable 
Hindrances to overcome: 
thresholds and weights 
Non-dimensionality 
Lower and upper bounding 
(best) 0 – 1 (worst) 
CropM wheat simulations: 



































































































































































































































































































































Aboveground biomass at maturity: performance metrics, modules and indicator 
𝑷 𝒕  𝒓  𝒅  𝑹𝒑 𝒘𝒌 IR 
M1 0.23 0.46 0.64 0.32 1.99E-13 65.4 
M2 0.20 0.46 0.60 0.28 2.66E-11 6.0 
M3 0.01 -0.25 0.70 0.53 0.12 149.5 
M4 0.08 -0.36 0.25 0.50 0.88 344.6 
M5 0.08 0.49 0.60 0.37 1.34E-08 377.6 
  Agreement Complexity Robustness 
M1 0.8000 0.7975 1.0000 
M2 0.8000 0.7975 0.6049 
M3 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
M4 0.8640 0.5000 1.0000 
M5 0.8640 0.8944 1.0000 




















actual data  
(rmetrics, test statistics) 
Complexity 





Evaluation - simulation models 
(experimental / observational research, socio-economic  / climate scenarios)  
Deliberative process 

















Context Credibility Transparency Uncertainty Background 
Stakeholders  
Bellocchi et al., 2015, 
Agron. Sustain. Dev. 
.015 
Review of settings 
Selection of metrics 
Attribution of thresholds and weights 
Extension to multiple outputs 
Towards a consolidated, internationally-agreed 
protocol to evaluate models: what does go forth? 
MACSUR 2 
XC1 Model comparison & improvement 
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